Finding Aid for the Jim Gatewood (1927–1989) Collection

Title: Jim Gatewood Papers  
Date Span: 1985–1991  
Extent: 0.5 linear feet; 1 box  
Language(s): English  
Copywrite:

Description: Painter and Louisville native Jim Gatewood attended the Art Center Association School and the University of Louisville where he studied under Mary Spencer Nay and Ulfert Wilke, among others. He left Louisville in the early sixties, traveled to Italy and England, and then settled in upstate New York, painting and teaching in the public schools. This collection primarily consists of materials relating to a memorial exhibition held at Spalding College, November 17–December 18, 1991.

Folder 1

1. Christmas card dated 1992 from Annette Anderson to Madeline Covi
2. Noted dated 26 March 1993 signed MC
4. List of addresses
5. List of works for Jim Gatewood Memorial Exhibition (7 copies)
6. Map of exhibition space
7. Various notes and unsent form letters about the memorial
8. Correspondence dated 1991 between Madeline Covi and Robert Stagg
9. Correspondence dated 1991 between M. Covi to Maxine Gatewood Aycock
11. Three photographs of artwork [n.d.] by M. Aycock
12. Draft of program for Jim Gatewood memorial program
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Folder 2


Folder 3

1. Photocopy of a photograph of Jim Gatewood sometime in the mid 1950’s
2. Correspondence between M. Covi and M. Aycock

Folder 4

1. Letter dated 15 December 1992 from Sara Sclarenco to M. Covi
2. Post card dated 23 April 1993 from Janice Emery to M. Covi
3. Correspondence [n.d.] between Ann Anderson and M. Covi
4. Correspondence dated 1991 between M. Covi and Jane Begely
5. Correspondence dated 1991 between M. Covi and Donald Fiene
6. Fiene, Donald M. *James Gatewood*. Margaret M. Bridwell Art Library, University of Louisville.
7. Four prints of Jim Gatewood’s work
8. Correspondence dated 1991–1992 between M. Covi and Betty Jones
9. Letter dated 4 December 1991 from S. Sclarenco to M. Covi

Folder 5

5. *Spalding University News*. Fall 1991. (backpage only)
6. Various handwritten copies of newspaper articles

Folder 6

1. Gatewood, Jim. Unknown photographic slide of artwork. Private Collection, Sara Sclarenco, Walnut Ct. CA.
2. Photographs of Jim Gatewood Memorial Exhibition
3. Negatives of Jim Gatewood Memorial Exhibition
Folder 7

- Card dated 2 December 1991 from Sister James Ellen Huff to M. Covi
- Letter dated 19 December 1991 from Sister Eileen to M. Covi